Due to illness this edition of the newsletter is much later than desired. Thanks for your patience.

Also the format is somewhat changed to better accommodate reading on mobile devices. Let me know if it works better for you.

*******************************************

Easy and inexpensive way to earn 10 COC points per cycle

ISHM publishes 10 COC quizzes annually. Each quiz, successfully passed, is worth 0.2 COC points. That
will be 2 points per year and 10 points per cycle. Only $50.00 annually. $5.00 per quiz - hard to find an easier and less expensive way to earn the re-certification points. Contact Mikki - mikki@ishm.org.

President Trump's Executive Order that two regulations be eliminated in order to add one has created a firestorm among several groups who have taken to legal action

Two watchdog groups have filed a suit. More information [here](#).

Every year 

ISHN conducts a survey of EHS professionals to find where we are regarding stability, salary, etc. I am sure you will find the results [interesting](#).

This is an awesome time to be a Safety Professional. It appears there are not enough people interested in the profession for a number of reasons AND it appears that the US school system will not graduate enough folks with EHS degrees to keep up with demand. This article first published by EKU online tells a great [story](#).

Cory Worden, ISHM Vice Chair has written some compelling articles for ISHM this edition he talks about Situational Awareness which can be found [here](#).